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Individual Reflection 
SOS Reflection - Attention

SOS Reflection - Attention
Try to pause every now and then and become actively aware of the 
Self, Other, System perspectives. Start your reflection in one relevant 
perspective. Expand or change when it feels right

Self:
∞ Who am I? 

∞ What is MY gift to right now? To me? Others? System?

∞ HOW am I present in myself?

∞ Which triggers & figures are active in me right now?

∞ Where do I put my attention?

∞ What is created and enhanced then?

∞ What is hindered to grow?

Other:
∞ Who are we? 

∞ What is OUR gift right now? To each other? The system?

∞ Where do I direct OUR attention? What do I put in focus?

∞ What is triggered / enhanced / enabled then?

∞ What is hindered / disabled to grow?

System:

∞ What is the system?

∞ How does the system enable and encourage human connection?

∞ Where do I direct OUR attention? What do I put in focus?

∞ What is triggered / enhanced / enabled then?

∞ What is hindered / disabled to grow?

∞ What do we need to let go of?

∞ What do we want to let come?

The SOS model

Increased awareness of
the interrelatedness of
Self – Other – System,
how they interact,
influence and create
each other moment to
moment, deepens our
sense- & understanding
of ourselves. And how
we continually co-create
our common reality with
others in the system we
are a part of.

This increased
awareness in the
present, this present
centered awareness,
increases our energetic
availability to better
sense, make sense of
and respond to each
moment. Creating more
value for more people.


